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Why Roof Gardens

for stormwater source control

Stormwater Source Control
grass/vegetation
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mix

Roofs in general account for 40-50% of impermeable urban
areas. With stormwater runoff causing ever more problems
for sewage systems that are already working at full capacity,
roofs have become one of the major solutions to a complex
flooding problem.

Geotex 225FF
AquaDrain 25 to
required depth
Tuflex
Roof structure

By implementing a green roof a number of positive
environmental actions can be utilised, making them an ever
more sought after system. In particular they have been
found to have a large impact on stormwater runoff, with
research showing that green roofs absorb 75% of
precipitation that falls on them.

Sustainable Urban Drainage
Green roofs allow rainfall to be absorbed instead of flowing
to traditional sewerage systems at ground level. However
even the deepest soil layers will become saturated in a
heavy storm event, causing runoff to flow from the roof and
ultimately end up back in the sewage system. In order to
minimise peak flows and prevent flooding an efficient
drainage layer needs to be installed to help drain soils faster
and allow more stormwater to infiltrate the roof garden.
By installing a drainage layer beneath the green roof
installation, water is allowed to drain from beneath the soil,
allowing more water from above to percolate into the
installation. In doing so, excess water can be more
effectively absorbed into soils and excess stormwater runoff
is prevented. The collected water can then either be
collected for recycling purposes, or be attenuated and
directed back towards the sewer systems.

Roofs and AquaDrain 25
AquaDrain 25 provides the best solution to roof garden
drainage. Designed to take loading, AquaDrain’s clever
structural design gives more for less - allowing a void ratio
of 95% combined with a loading capacity of up to
200t/m2. On top of this it also prevents plant roots from
rotting by allowing the soils to drain moisture, whilst also
capturing enough to keep the soils from completely drying
out during periods of warm, dry weather.

AquaDrain 25’s clever design provides the most drainage
efficient solution to roof garden runoff by combining
infiltration processes with attenuation and storage
solutions.

How does it work?
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1. During dry periods, AquaDrain
25 keeps top soils from drying out
by retaining small pockets of water
within the plate. The void created by
the plate also aerates the soils and
prevents plants from rotting.

2. During a rain event, surface water
begins to percolate into the top soils
and moves deeper towards the
AquaDrain 25 plate. As it does so it
undergoes a natural filtering process
which removes contaminants which
may have been picked up from other
areas of the roof.

3. Before entering the void water
filters through a layer of Geotex
225FF which prevents silting within
the drainage layer and allows
AquaDrain to work at its best for its
entire lifetime.

4. As water filters into the drainage
layer it is collected and drained via
installed drainage outlets, allowing for
water within the soils above to move
to the drainage layer, and surface
water above that to infiltrate the soil,
ultimately preventing surface runoff

Rainfall

Gravel
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Peak runoff rates from roofs during a 10mm storm event. The
vegetated roof provides the most efficient stormwater control.

Stormwater from roofs contributes a large
amount to surface runoff. By greening our
roofs we can reduce their overall runoff,
and vegetated roofs are one of the most
efficient ways of doing this. However their
designs can impose much heavier loading
due to the required soil drainage depths.
AquaDrain 25 provides a lightweight
alternative to heavy drainage layers
that, due to its efficient design, can even
reduce soil drainage depths, providing
more flexibility in roof garden design and
retrofitting possibility.

Why AquaDrain 25

for roof garden drainage layers

Flexible design using AquaDrain 25
Drainage is an essential part of any roof garden design. If there is too much
water within the installation, root rot is likely to become a problem, and if there is
too little water there will be poor vegetation growth. It is finding a good balance
between the two extremes that leads to a healthy roof garden.
By using AquaDrain 25 as a roof garden drainage layer, green roofs are given
the flexibility to perform both water drainage and water retention. Unlike other
drainage solutions, AquaDrain’s robust structure, high void ratio and extreme
loading capabilities do not restrict design. In fact it is quite the opposite, with
AquaDrain successfully able to deal with many drainage related problems
whilst also being able to cope with demanding loadings.
AquaDrain 25 - for the most hydrologically efficient drainage layer.

During storm events, roof gardens
must be able to quickly deal with
rainfall and absorb it as quickly as
possible. Due to its 95% void ratio,
AquaDrain 25 is able to deal with the
most demanding, sudden downpours
and improves the overall retaining
ability of the green roof.

Each AquaDrain 25 plate is capable
of retaining water within its structure
which helps prevent top soils from
drying out during periods of warm,
dry weather. By storing this water
within a void beneath the soils, plant
roots are protected from root rot
without compromising plant growth.

Rigid Clipping System
AquaDrain 25’s integral clipping
system provides one of the most
important benefits of its
successful design. By
interlinking the plates, one
structural mass is created that
is protected against movement
both during installation and after.
By preventing lateral movement
within the drainage layer, later
problems are avoided which
may reduce the performance of
the drainage layer.

During dry periods when the plate
is not storing water, AquaDrain 25
becomes an aeration layer. Aeration
is an essential part of roof garden
design and is fundamental in
promoting optimal vegetation growth.

AquaDrain 25 Efficient design that saves costs
By using an efficient drainage layer soil depths can be sized to support the
vegetation without the need to allow extra depths for drainage requirements.
This can have a knock on effect on the overall requirements of the roof
structure, often allowing for a reduction in the structural mass of the roof itself
(due to the reduction of imposed dead loads in the loading calculations).

Once clipped together, the
modular elements create a
carpet of void spacing suitable
for the most demanding
drainage challenges.

AquaDrain 25 Vs.
Sand/Gravel
Drainage Layers
AquaDrain 25 has three distinct advantages
against the use of a sand or gravel drainage layer:

Weight
70Kg/m3 (3.5Kg/m2) compared to
1800-2200Kg/m3 for sand and stone layers.

Water Storage
AquaDrain 25’s plate structure helps to retain
water in small storage pockets. Sand/stone
layers may retain water between the voids,
however the majority of the water will drain
through.

Benefits
Environmental
•

increases infiltration and groundwater recharge.

Reduces Stormwater Runoff
•
•
•

water easily filters through the structure.
Collected water can be managed and re-used as
a resource.
Reduces pressures placed on traditional
drainage systems during peak storm events.

Strong Structure
•

AquaDrain 25 can support loads up to 200t/m2
unconfined.

Lightweight
•

70Kg/m3 (3.5Kg/m2) compared to 1300Kg/m3 for
foam lava and 2200Kg/m3 for stone.
Reduced transport costs due to lightweight
module with high void ratio (more for less).

Aeration

•

The 95% open void structure of AquaDrain 25
provides air to the plant roots.

Cost and Economics
•
•
•
•

Equivalent to a stone drainage layer 3x as deep
High storage capacity means soil depths can be
reduced.
Can reduce overall structural requirements of
the roof.
No aggregate taxes for stone layers.

Rigid Clipping System
•

3x more
stone
all water
drains away
deeper roof
structure

Unique, easy to use interlocking system
creates one structural mass and prevents lateral
movement.

Easy Installation
•
•
•

can be installed by unskilled labour.
Quickly clipped together.
Minimum site disruption.

No clogging
•

no traditional problems of clogging.

Typical Applications

of AquaDrain 25 drainage layers

Suitable for any design
AquaDrain 25 can transform any roof top into a luscious, environmentally
friendly green roof. With more and more emphasis now being placed on
stormwater control both within the UK and internationally, green roofs are
becoming an ever more popular component of building design. Because
of AquaDrain 25’s unique structural properties it can reduce the overall
depth and weight of installations, allowing retrofitting to existing roofs and
designing into new builds. Although flat roofs are an ideal for AquaDrain
25, it can also be installed on pitched roofs and its lightweight design is
perfect for retrofitting to metal deck roofs.

Extensive and Intensive Roof Garden Designs
AquaDrain 25 can provide drainage solutions to both extensive and
intensive roof gardens. Its high compressive strength can deal with the
heaviest intensive designs and its lightweight structure can delicately sit
above the most fragile roof structures. No matter which garden is installed,
AquaDrain can provide the best solution.

AquaDrain 25 beneath an extensive sedum roof with
Geotex 225 and Tuflex impermeable membrane.

Components
Tuflex
Lightweight garden with minimum soil depth
Total Weight Approx 146Kg/m3

Tuflex is a waterproof
membrane which
protects the roof
structure and channels
collected water to
specified outlets.

Extensive Installations
Extensive systems are generally
composed of sedum mats or vegetation
and require little maintenance. Often
designed to be lightweight, these roof
gardens exist more for their
environmental reasons than for their
social benefits and will usually only be
accessed for occasional maintenance.

Geotex Geotex 225 is a filter
fabric which combats
225FF the problems of silting

Intensive Installations
The Intensive system is simply a garden
on the roof. Whether it is landscaping,
lawn, trees, shrubs or ponds; Intensive
green roofs need the same care and
maintenance of any ground level garden
and can be regularly accessed and
enjoyed.

Accessible garden with minimum soil depth
Total Weight Approx 149Kg/m3

and clogging by allowing
water to pass into
the drainage layer,
whilst preventing the
movement of subsoils.

Ecosand Ecosand is biologically
engineered to provide
maximum permeability
through optimum physical, chemical and biological characteristics.

1a. Shallow rooting, lightweight
vegetation (eg. sedum)
1b. Deep rooting vegetation of any
sort
2. Soil/Washed course river sand
3. Geotex 225FF
4. AquaDrain 25
5. Tuflex impermeable membrane
6. Reinforced concrete slab to
engineering detail
7. Outlet

Three reasons why
AquaDrain 25 simplifies
roof garden design...
High Void
increases infiltration rates
A 95% void ratio means
AquaDrain’s infiltration rates
are much higher than soils and
gravels. This allows soil and
drainage depths to be reduced
(where not needed for planting
purposes). The roof structure
may also be reduced if loading
is lowered.

Extra benefits

of a green roof installation...

Environmental
Absorb CO2
•

Can be used to offset the building process and
reduce the carbon footprint of development.

Reduce urban heat island effects
•

Urban micro-climates caused by over
development has led to increased temperatures
within the urban environment. Green roofs
counteract this effect and the micro-climate can
be modified.

Ecology
Lightweight
no additional loading
AquaDrain 25’s lightweight
design means no additional
structure is required to factor for
the weight of the drainage layer.
This also allows more flexibility
in designed soil depths.

•
•

Provides diverse habitats that can be re-inhabited
by wildlife forced to move on for development.
Purifies both air and water.

Economic
Energy efficiency
•

Their insulative properties provide protection from
the strong summer sun and insulate against the
winter cold.

Sound insulation
•

Strong
no design loading
restrictions
For a lightweight plate,
AquaDrain 25 carries an
impressive loading strength
(200t/m2) which means that soil
depths and vegetation choices
above are not restricted by the
loading limitations of the plate.

Removes the need for costly sound protection for
roofs.

Flood Prevention
•

Social

Stormwater source control removes the added
pressures placed on sewage systems during
storm events, preventing flooding and the
associated damage costs.

Provide Social Benefits
•

Creates green open space for the enjoyment of
workers or the general public.

Roof Gardens and Green Roofs
AquaDrain 25, along with our other modular drainage solutions can
provide the answer to both roof garden and green roof drainage designs.
Whether it is an accessible, intensive roof garden design, an extensive green roof or just the odd planter,
AquaDrain 25 can provide tailored solutions to drainage design. Boasting both a lightweight structure and a
heavy duty loading capability - it is perfect for both accessible roofs with live loading requirements and the most
lightweight roofs with loading restrictions across the roof structure.

Any roof garden or green roof can benefit from an AquaDrain 25 drainage layer including both lightweight and heavy duty or extensive and intensive designs.

Planters

using AquaDrain 25 and other drainage layers

Planters - The Problem
Planters are restricted containers which generally have one drainage point
located at the bottom of the installation. When plants are placed in any kind of
restricted container, over time the fines within the organic soil builds a layer just
below the soil surface where water cannot penetrate causing excess water to
surround the existing roots. This problem leads to root rot - a common cause of
dead plants in commercial planters.

By surrounding planters with a
modular cushion of drainage plates,
water can be drained from all
sides of the planter, eliminating the
“corking effect” created by soil fines.
It also allows efficient drainage even
when the planter is fully saturated.

The modular cushion also protects
the structure of the planter from
contraction and expansion of the
planter fill caused by seasonal
changes in climatic conditions.

An efficient drainage layer prevents
water from remaining stagnant
within the planter. This in turn
prevents root rot as roots are not
constantly left within saturated soils.

Small planter
AquaDrain 25 Base Drainage

Average Planter
AquaDrain 25 Base and Side
Drainage

Modular Drainage - The Solution
Because of the typically deep soils within planters they can retain large amounts
of water making it necessary to create positive drainage. By installing any of our
modular drainage solutions, water is continually moving through the soils,
preventing the build up of soil fines and keeping the planter working to its
maximum efficiency over its lifetime.

Large Planter
AquaDrain 50 Side Drainage
with Pluvial Base Channel

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Soil
Washed course river sand
Geotex 225FF
Tuflex impermeable membrane
Reinforced concrete slab to engineering detail
Drainage Outlet

The Benefits of Being Modular
Because ESS manufactures modular drainage solutions, we are able to provide
the solution to any drainage situation. Whether it is for more demanding drainage
requirements, or to satisfy specialist circumstances; our range of modular
components can be easily exchanged for one another.

AquaDrain 25

AquaDrain 50

Pluvial Cube

AquaDrain 50
AquaDrain 50 and Pluvial Cube are two of our other commonly used drainage
plates and cubes that can provide additional drainage for more pressing green
roof specifications. For more information on using these components please
contact ESS technical department.

A 50mm void layer. For use with
installations which require more
drainage. It still has all of the advantages
of AquaDrain 25 including a rigid clipping
system and high void ratio (96%).

Green Roof Drainage Products
Data Comparison

Product

AquaDrain 25

Sectional

Compressive

Void Area

Strength

95%

200t/m2

Dimensions

Flow Rate
per unit

500 x 500 x

120l/min

25mm

AquaDrain 50

96%

125t/m2

500 x 500 x

180l/min

50mm

Pluvial Cube

95%

400t/m2

500 x 500 x

Pluvial Cube

free flow

550mm
For further technical information on both the Pluvial Cube and AquaDrain 50 please refer to separate literature which can either
be found on our website at www.y-ess.com or by contacting ESS on 01706 374416.

Suitable for storing large volumes of water
and ideal for planter box installations. It
can also be used to create low flow
channels and deals with more excessive
drainage requirements.

Installation Guide

Green Roofs using AquaDrain 25

1.

Prepare roof and superstructure to engineers/design requirements.

2.

Install Tuflex impermeable geomembrane to base and all upstands
ensuring all joints are watertight and sealed, and all outlets sealed
as designed.

3.

Lay AquaDrain 25 in square metre panels and in 25mm layers,
clipping adjacent panels to each other where possible (ensure
panels are in correct orientation for clips to meet), and cross
bonding alternative layers.

4.

Continue laying in 25mm layers until required depth is achieved.

5.

Cover AquaDrain 25 in Geotex 225 Filter Fabric, ensuring all sags in
Geotex are removed (temporary weight can be used around
perimeter until sand/soil layer has been applied).

6.

Cover AquaDrain 25 with sand/soil mix to achieve the design depth
required. Mix ratio used and layering of sub-strata should be as
per engineers designs so to achieve optimum filtering and drainage
conditions.

7.

Plant vegetation as per project requirements.

NOTE...
There is a wide variety of vegetation
available for roof garden structures.
An experienced landscape architect
should always be involved in plant
selection to ensure appropriate
selection for the geographic region
and climatic conditions of the
installation.

Planter Boxes using AquaDrain 25, AquaDrain 50 or
Pluvial Cube
1.

Prepare roof and superstructure to engineers/design requirements.
For retrofitting purposes ensure all planters are positioned/installed
correctly and that their loading requirements do not exceed the
permanent imposed loadings of the roof.

2.

Install Tuflex impermeable geomembrane to base and all upstands
ensuring all joints are watertight and sealed, and all outlets sealed
as designed.

3.

Lay Geotex 225 Filter Fabric, ensuring all sags in Geotex are
removed (temporary weight can be used around perimeter until
sand/soil layer has been applied). Ensure plenty of geotextile is
spare at edges for wrapping/overlapping modular components (if
this is not permitted then ensure enough is left spare for a 300mm
overlap to a second Geotex 225 layer).

4.

Install required modular parts as specified in the design. This could
be AquaDrain 25, AquaDrain 50, Pluvial Cube or a combination
involving both horizontal and vertical drainage.

5.

Wrap Geotex 225 back around and over the installation so as to
completely wrap all modular components, ensuring no gaps are left.
All overlaps should be a minimum of 300mm.

6.

Cover AquaDrain 25 with sand/soil mix to achieve the design depth
required. Mix ratio used and layering of sub-strata should be as
per engineers designs so to achieve optimum filtering and drainage
conditions.

7.

Plant vegetation as per project requirements.
This information is provided in good faith and is deemed, to the best of our knowledge, accurate at the time of print. ESS does not,
however, accept any liability for loss or damage which results directly or indirectly from the use of such information nor do we offer
any warranty or immunity against patent infringement.

Case Study

T-Mobile Headquarters, Hatfield Business Park 2003

The Problem:
The over-ground level of the car park was to be surrounded with several green, permeable areas and required a system that could sufficiently drain excess stromwater. As there
was another underground car park level, water could not naturally infiltrate the ground and
the drainage programme had to use a rooftop drainage strategy.
The upper car park level was situated above a
hidden underground car park.

The Solution:
AquaDrain 25 provided a drainage layer for the collection of this excess stormwater, whilst
also providing a lightweight, structural solution to loading problems presented by the car
parking application.

AquaDrain 25
Data Sheet

Width

500mm

Length

500mm

Height

25mm

Surface Area

95% void

Material

Polypropylene

Chemical Resistance

Good

Bacterial Resistance

Good

UV Resistance

Good

Ultimate Load / Unconfined
Compression Testing:

Metric
Compressive Strength (ASTM D1621)

200 t/m2

Flow Rate per unit width (ASTM D1621)

120 l/min

Long-Term Unconfined Creep Test:
(42 Day Dead Load Creep Test)

Metric
Load Applied

750 kN/m2

Total Strain After 42 Days

No further displacement

Creep Sustained After 42 Days

No further creep

Temperature

20 C ( 3)

Note: All ESS products are
manufactured to the highest quality,
being subject to rigid quality control.
However the company cannot control
conditions of application and use of its
products, thus any warranty, written
or implied, is given in good faith for
materials only. ESS Ltd will not accept
any responsibility for damage or injury
arising from storage, handling,
misapplication or misuse of its
products. All transactions are
subject to our standard condition of
sale, copies of which are available
upon request. Product design and
specification are subject to change
without further notice.

AquaDrain
25
Roof Garden Drainage Cell
All products are manufactured to the
highest quality, being subject to
rigid quality control. However, the
company cannot control conditions
of application and use of its
products, thus any warranty, written
or implied, is given in good faith
for materials only. ESS Ltd will not
accept

any

responsibility

for

damage or injury arising from
storage, handling, misapplication
or misuse of its products.

All

transactions are subject to our
standard condition of sale, copies
of which are available on request.

To find out more about these systems and products please contact us

Environmental Sustainable Solutions Ltd
Sladen Mill, Halifax Road, Littleborough,
Lancashire. OL15 0LB.
tel: 00 44 (0) 1706 374416
fax: 00 44 (0) 1706 376785
email: technical@y-ess.com
http: www.y-ess.com
E&OE. Without Guarantee.

